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14 English Ben Byer+others Console Hacking: State of the Wii (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wii)

15 English Rolf(EuRo)Eustergerling Free Communication without data retention?

16 en dan levin & valentin 'esc' haenel otr-irssi: IM security for CLI geeks

17 English Kristian 'kriss' Mueller netsim (http://mput.de/projects/code/netsim/) : Visualising the Spanning
Tree Protocol

18 English Andrej Useful Automutilation - How to destroy fingerprints?

19 English Dirk Krischenowski City Top-Level-Domains as basis of urban identity!

20 English Marcel P. Partap

The Human Future Optimization Project International (http://hfopi.de)

"... in that case, let us build the new world order ourselves!

21 German Markus Schneider UniHelp - von Studenten für Studenten

22 English Debora Weber-Wulff Plagiarism detection - fast as lightning! Plagiarism Portal (in German)
(http://plagiat.fhtw-berlin.de)

23 English Benjamin Henrion
(http://events.ccc.de/congress/2007/Fahrplan/speakers/1737.en.html)

EU-EPLA and Community Patent: Software Patents reloaded
(http://epla.ffii.org)

24 German Markus Raab (http://www.markus-raab.org) Elektra - Ein neuer Ansatz für Software Konfiguration
(http://www.libelektra.org)

25 English Urs Ganse "The Game" - Once you know the rules, you can never stop playing.

26 English Mario Behling Towards a "free (software) world" - Experiences of FOSS Bridge EU-
Vietnam (http://www.foss-bridge.org)

27 English Muelli Cracking MD5 hashed strings in less than one second

28 English SJ Samuel Klein (http://www.laptop.org/en/vision/people/SJKlein/)

OLPC (http://laptop.org) - How to get involved in the EU, how the developer
program works and presentation by SJ Samuel Klein
(http://www.laptop.org/en/vision/people/SJKlein/) , director of content of
OLPC.

29 English AaronK

OLSR-NG (http://wiki.funkfeuer.at/index.php/OLSR-NG) - new
developments for OLSR (http://www.olsr.org) (mesh protocol and the
working horse backbone of all FreiFunk networks): very low CPU load, new
ideas, multipath routing, ETT metrik, etc.

30 German Georg Jähnig Serchilo (http://serchilo.net) - command the web

31 German Elmar Bschorer [1] (http://www.lintegra.de/lintrunix.html) - Vorstellung von "lintrunix" - Snort
based IDS Frontend / LiveCD

32 German foobatz EU-Telcompackage (http://telcompackage.wikidot.com) , Möglichkeit zur
VDS-Revision

33 English
German

Purodha Blissenbach

Omegawiki (http://omegawiki.org/) · free open source dictionary of all
words/expressions of all languages + translations + more properties ·
Wörterbuch aller Wörter/Ausdrücke aller Sprachen + aller Übersetzungen +
weiterer Eigenschaften, ein freies community projekt.

34 English xname Virtual Entity (http://xname.cc/cgi-bin/wiki.pl/virtualentity) - a new license for
for sharing digital works

Summary

1. CongressRadio
English
Oliver from CongressRadio
In our presentation we will introduce the CongressRadio, tell a little bit about upcoming
Podcasts and - more important - how to join us and publish a Podcast too.

2. Free the data, debunk the myths
English
Oliver
A short introduction into Gapminder, which makes boring statistics visual as not seen before
and changes the view of the world - literally ;-)

3. The Vidalia Project (http://www.vidalia-project.net/)
English
Matt Edman (http://trac.vidalia-project.net/wiki/Authors)
Vidalia (http://www.vidalia-project.net/) is a cross-platform, open source Tor
(https://www.torproject.org/) GUI currently included in the Windows and OS X Tor bundles
(https://www.torproject.org/download.html) . In this talk, I will give a brief overview of the
features Vidalia currently has and what we're planning next. I will also suggest ways in
which developers, usability experts, graphic artists and designers, tech writers, or anyone
else interested in having a better, more usable Tor GUI can help out with the project.

4. The neuron of the hive-mind: wiki
English
Mattis Manzel
Neurons get stimulated and they "fire". A band isn't a band before it gets on stage. The wiki-
net applies these truisms to the neuron of the hive-mind: wiki.
'wiki-net' (http://communitywiki.org/odd/WikiNet/FrontPage)
A bit of hacking wiki engines (all of them) in order to make them speak and listen and a bit
of developing a culture of representing wiki-communities to the "outside" gives us all it
needs to build the hive-mind.
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Check your Hardware: Do not waste time with the setup! Study how the VGA of your Laptop works.
Especially if you have installed Linux only to show off during the Congress. Test your hardware with the
laptop before the show starts. The short periods during the Lightning Talks prohibit that you invest 5
minutes to the Settings of your Graphics card. (That's generally a good idea for all talkers.) Anyone
who's setup does not work will be asked to go off stage and try again at the next slot. Some people need
an adapter, eg Macbook MiniVGA to VGA adapter! Hopefully someone will bring one... If in doubt - bring
your own!

There will be only VGA input's available for the Video-Projectors(a.k.a. Beamers). If you need to feed in
some other type of signal (e.g. from a camera-to show small things(CVBS,S-video), a ultra new laptop-
that has only HDMI, some weird gameing console-that you are gonna crack(YUV), or whatever) bring a
device that can really -convert- these signals. Simple passive adapters mostly don't work (e.g. there are
adapters from HDMI to DVI and from DVI to VGA, but with the you will NEVER be able to convert a
HDMI signal into VGA, without a real Converter). Last year we hat some converters for CVBS/S-Vid to
VGA, but only after Day2. Probably there won't be any this year. So, again as above, if you need some,
bring your own!

Register: Enter your talk in the overview table, ie the language (DE/EN), your name, the title, - and a
short description (not in the overview table, though).

Content: Usually the topic is some cool program or project - but it can also be a good rant.

Practise!: Practise your talk. Know your words. Time your speech. Do not waste time on deviation,
hesitation, or repetition.

Presentation: Whatever the topic - dive right in, and make it count! One "word" of introduction should
suffice, and then give us as many info as you can within 4:30mins as possible. Expect the audience to
look up references themselves. Remember: This is not a lecture where you should define and explain all
words you use - this is a lightning talk!

End: When your hear the buzzer/gong finish it immediately, ie say "thanks for listening to my talk about
$FOO. the website is $URL, and contact me on number $DECT". Please be fair about the to those
talking after you - and just leave the stage.

Links: Enter *one* link to your own page on the matter. Add your slides and more info and link to that
page.

Moderators: Being a moderator is a stressy job. Two moderators are better than one. Changing
microphones between people costs too much time. So everyone involved should have a microphone -
the speakers, and both of the two moderators. As you will most probably be dealing with a laptop, you
should have your hands free; use headsets! Bring some DVI/VGA adaptors - Speakers usually forget
them. Bring a buzzer/gong, too. Shove boring speakers off stage.

Slots: The slots after a break are much referred because you get a chance to test your setup during the
break. Moderators should make sure the audio and video angels are present in those breaks to help
testing the setup. Be sure to get a (nick)name and a DECT phone number, too.

More Info (http://www.guckes.net/cccc2006/lightning_talks.html)

Overview

## $LANG $NAME $TITLE

01 English Oliver CongressRadio

02 English Oliver Gapminder (http://www.gapminder.org) - Free the data, debunk the myths

03 English Matt Edman (http://trac.vidalia-project.net/wiki/Authors) The Vidalia Project (http://www.vidalia-project.net/) - a GUI for Tor
(https://www.torproject.org/)

04 English Mattis Manzel wiki-net (http://communitywiki.org/odd/WikiNet/FrontPage) - The neuron of
the hive-mind: wiki

05 German Saerdnaer (Freie) Geodaten und Geo-Projekte

06 English Ricardo Cristof Remmert-Fontes AK Vorrat on the Go - Current Projects and Plans

07 English Thomas Roessler
When Widgets Go Bad (http://log.does-not-
exist.org/archives/2007/12/03/2155_json_eval_owning_the_dashboard.html)
- JSON on the desktop, and other vulnerabilities

08 English Alexander Klink OpenXPKI update (http://www.openxpki.org)

09 German Saerdnaer WikipediaProjekt: Vorlagenauswertung
(http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProjekt_Vorlagenauswertung)

10 English Julian Todd Why undemocracy.com (http://www.undemocracy.com) is on strike

11 English Ricardo Cristof Remmert-Fontes Spreading TOR: TOR in every single home

12 English Tomasz Wegrzanowski XSS protection for Ruby on Rails

13 English Kardan [CANCELED] Power Structure Research with Perl/Tcl on Bertelsmann
(http://www-public.tu-bs.de:8080/~y0028539/bertpsr/screenshots/)

say everything else on your webpage.

When you hear the gong, say goodbye.

Leave the stage.

Lightning Talks at Day 2, 11.30-12.30h (Saal 2) and Day 4 17.15-19.30h (Saal 3)
State: Split it! Stand: 27. Dez. 2007, 4:00h MEZ
Wiki-Link: http://events.ccc.de/congress/2007/Lightning_Talks



Workshops Workshop-Room in the Basement, next to Hackcenter
State: Fix collisions! Stand: 27. Dez. 2007, 4:00h MEZ
Wiki-Link:  http://events.ccc.de/congress/2007/Workshops

Line-up
Lounge (Basement)
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Day 1 - 2007-12-27 Thu

Time Name Title

17:15--18:15 Pylon #Building a Hacker Space: Q&A-Session

21:00--23:00 N.N. #OpenWrt: Participating and developing

Day 2 - 2007-12-28 Fri

Time Name Title

10:00--12:00 N.N. #haecksenfryhstyck

12:00--13:30 Sven Reumann #Open Access Server der Hamburger Geschichtswerkstätten

14:30--15:45 Alexander Koch #Introduction to Lojban

16:00--17:00 various artists #SwissChaos

17:00--18:30 djen@high.de #Good ads for good causes

18:30--20:30 Remmert #AK Vorrat

collision 18:00--20:00 N.N. #Physical Pixels Recreation

Day 3 - 2007-12-29 Sat

Time Name Title

10:00--13:00 Kolossos
Wikipedia-Toolservermeeting details at Wikipedia
(http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Berlin/24C3#Toolserver-
Meeting)

13:00--14:00 Alexander Graf #Emulating an unmodified x86 Mac OS X

collision
14:00--16:00

N.N. #Geek lifestyling

15:00--16:00 Jeroen #PGP Keysigning

collision
16:00--19:00

m_at_1010.co.uk #xxxxx workshop: white noise/high frequency sniffing

16:00--17:00
Ilja, Alex, Antia,
Christian

#Practical Quantum Cryptography

18:00--20.00 mayhem@recursiva.org #VoIP (in)security

20:00--21:30 Saerdnaer #OpenStreetMap Nutzer Treffen

21:30--23:00 Julien D'Assange
#wikileaks - a place for journalists, truth tellers and everybody
else

23:00--24:00 0xtob #Nintendo Hacking Teatime

Day 4 - 2007-12-30 Sun
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Time Name Title

12:45--14:45 Remmert + Bendrath #International civil society: where the hack are you?

14:45--18:00 mc.fly #Regiotreff - Treffen der Chaostreffs und Erfakreise des CCC

18:30--19:30 TyRaNiD #PSP Hacking and Development Workshop

Descriptions

Building a Hacker Space: Q&A-Session

Thursday, 2007-12-27, 17:15h–18:15h

In addition to our lecture about Hacker Space Design Patterns

(http://events.ccc.de/congress/2007/Fahrplan/events/2133.en.html) we want to offer an hour for

questions and answers. Usually there are some specific questions how a hacker space can be set up or

how some situations can be handled. We want to help those hackers with sharing our experience.

Join this workshop if you are about to set up a hacker space or already run one, but there are some

questions you don't know an answer to yet.

Responsible for this workshop: Pylon

OpenWrt: Participating and developing

Thursday, 27.12.2007, 9-11 PM

Do you wonder about how to participate in the development of OpenWrt? Are you interested in working

with OpenWrt Kamikaze/buildroot in general? Would you like to know more about how to port packages,

or adding kernel modules - would you like to be a participator in the development of the project?

A group of OpenWrt developers will attend the workshop to answer questions and engage in practical

activites.

Physical Pixels Recreation: Recreation by building with pixels you can touch

Friday, 28.12.2007, 6-8 PM


